Discipleship to
Missional Community
The Learning Community Journey
Your Learning Community journey with PLI lasts two and a half years and includes a total of five immersions. The
immersions occur twice a year (approximately every six months).
At the end of every immersion, you will leave with an actionable six-month plan to implement at your
congregation to incrementally achieve your Spirit-led goals.
We believe that the immersion and coaching experience provide the right combination of instruction and
interaction for us to provide you the tools and lay a foundation for building a culture of mission in your faith
community.
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Becoming a Discipling Leader

Building a Discipling Culture

Launching Missional Communities

In this immersion, ministry
couples & teams will recognize
that the transition to becoming a
discipling leader begins
personally. They will have
opportunity to see it, study it and
experience a life integrated in
discipling as they prepare to lead.

Ministry couples & teams examine
current societal and church cultural
trends and are equipped in a simple
reproducible model of discipleship.
Each leader is challenged to live
lives worthy of imitation.

Teams will learn how clusters of
people can be formed to live “on
mission” in a way that engages
community needs and gives
witness to the Gospel of Christ.
Teams will identify the barriers
that can crush missional initiatives
and build strategy to sustain and
reproduce missional communities
that thrive.
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Intended Benefits

Multiplying Missional Leaders

Leading Kingdom Movements

In this immersion ministry teams
will be equipped to develop a
leadership pipeline that identifies,
trains and releases leaders in their
context.

In this immersion, ministry couples
& teams, are equipped to lead
leaders to expand the missional
frontier beyond their networks.

BUILD a culture of reproducing
discipleship
INVEST in people for wider
influence
CREATE a pathway toward a
different future for my church
SHAPE communities of people
focused on mission

plileadership.org

Vibrant Communities. Deeper Connections. Wider Influence.

